Linear measurements using virtual study models.
To perform a systematic review of the literature to assess the reliability and validity of linear measurements using virtual vs plaster study models. A search strategy was developed for four online databases, and references were further hand searched for studies additional papers. Three researchers determined the eligibility of papers by applying specific selection criteria and ultimately selected 17 papers. Grouped by virtual model acquisition type and the number of landmarks used in a given measurement, the data were weighted by sample size and analyzed in terms of the reliability and validity of linear measurements. The intrarater reliability was high for two-landmark and >two-landmark linear measurements performed on laser-acquired models or cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT)-acquired models and were similar to measurements on plaster models. Validity was high for two-landmark and >two-landmark linear measurements comparing laser-acquired models or CBCT-acquired models to plaster study models, and the weighted mean differences were clinically insignificant. Agreement of measurements was excellent, with less variability than correlation. Acquisition type had no perceived influences on reliability and validity. More than two-landmark measures tended to have higher mean differences than two-landmark measures. Virtual study models are clinically acceptable compared with plaster study models with regard to intrarater reliability and validity of selected linear measurements.